
The Renaissance Series 
Heirloom Family Tree Sticker Charts 

Photo Kit 

Your Renaissance Photo Kit contains either 1 or 2 sheets of twelve 
photographic quality stickers which have permanent adhesive.  

The stickers are for use ONLY with Inkjet printers. 

The 72 x 63.5 mm stickers are printed in LANDSCAPE 
and are size compatible with Avery L7164 labels 

The total number of sticker kits needed to fill in every one of the larger boxes 
on your Renaissance chart is: - 

 A3 size (7 boxes) - 1 sheet

 A2 size (15 boxes) - 2 sheets

 A1 Size (31 boxes) - 3 sheets



 A blank template in which you can enter your information along with

background colours and text as you require

 An example of how you can use  the 72 x 63.5 mm photographic

stickers. This template has a coloured background that matches the box
colour of the Renaissance Charts. The text accompanying each
photograph is contained in its own text box. The frames and
enhancements for the photographs were created in Microsoft Word
2007. Just replace the photographs and text with your own. Earlier
versions of Word have less facilities for enhancing photographs. If you

want to add more effects to your photographs than are available in your
word processor you can use one of the graphics editing programs and
then insert the finished photograph in the word processor document.

 The background colour of the box on your chart in RGB is 252, 242,

186 (HEX = #FCF2BA) and in CMYK is 1% , 5%, 27% 0%  There
may be a colour variation when printed out on your own printer but this
is generally of little consequence. You can of course use whatever

colour background you want.

 To create your own sticker document from scratch in your word

processor label utility use the Avery L7164 label format in LANDSCAPE
format. To manually create the document use the following settings: -

Please note that we do not provide support for your word processor software. 
We recommend that you should have a reasonable working knowledge in 
using your word processor or have access to advice and support to get the 
best out of using these stickers. 

Label Width: 72 mm Labels Across: 4 

Label Height: 63.5 mm Labels Down: 3 

Top Margin: 7.7 mm Gap Across Labels: 0 

Bottom Margin: 7.7 mm Gap Around Labels: 2 mm 

Left Margin: 4.5 mm Right Margin: 4.5 mm 

Page Layout: Landscape Page Size: A4 


